
Bowmasters - Multiplayer Game

**About Bowmasters**

In the mobile game Bowmasters players have to fight duels with the help of different weapons. In

this game especially precision and concentration are important since the life indicator of your

opponent can only be conquered by precise hits. 

Bowmasters is all about duels. In this game 30 characters are available which have different

weapons. Aim at your opponent, set the angle and the speed and try to weaken your opponent by

precise hits. You have won the duel as soon as the life indicator of your opponent is zero. You can

also unlock other play modes which guarantee even more gaming fun.

**Bowmasters – how does it work?**

-	Exciting duels: In Bowmasters you have to fight a duel with mean opponents. In these duels you

have to try to hit your opponent with your weapon. In order to reach precise hits, you also can set

the angle and the speed of your shot. You also receive extra coins for particularly good hits. You

can unlock e.g. new characters with these coins. You have won the duel as soon as the life

indicator of your opponent is zero. 

-	30 different characters: More than 30 different characters are available in Bowmasters. Each

character has its own weapon which was suited to the characteristics of the character. The

character Robin Hood has e.g. a bow with which he can shoot arrows towards the opponents.

Besides Robin you can also select the Japanese schoolgirl, the woodcutter or the hipster. 

-	Other game modes: You cannot only play the classic game, but also other game modes.  You can

unlock these game modes as soon as you won some duels. In the game modes “Birds Hunt” or

“Apple Shooting” you can enjoy even more game fun. You are always confronted with new

challenges which you have to solve successfully. Train your precision and proof your skills in these

mini games. 

-	Multiplayer mode: In order to increase the gaming fun of Bowmasters even more, you can play

the game also with your friends in online multiplayer mode. Fight duels with your friends and show

them that you are the best shooter. 

Conclusion: Bowmasters is a colorful designed game for smartphones and tablets which

guarantees great fun. Fight duels with opponents, reach precise hits and get the life inductor of

your opponent down to zero as fast as possible. You cannot only play the game in the classic

game mode, but also enjoy other game modes. Because of that the game always stays exciting,

varied and funny.


